Experimental observations indicating that multiple copies of the pentanucleotide AUUUA, found in the 3′ end untranslated region (UTR) of some mRNAs, are involved in mRNA turnover (Caput et al., 1986; Bohjanen et al., 1991; Chen and Shyu, 1995) raise the question if the mRNA degradation mediated by the AUUUA signal might be modulated by other unknown repetitive elements working in conjunction with the AUUUA motif. In order to detect the presence of 4-to 6-mer string repetitions associated with the AUUUA degradation signal, we developed a software package named STRIRED (STRIng REpetition Detector) for the graphical visualization of repetitive nucleotide sequences in large data sets.
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Systems, methods and implementation
The STRIRED package has been compiled for PCs running Windows 95 and Windows NT. The package, provided with a user-friendly graphical interface, consists of various modules written in C (SCANNER) and in Visual Basic (SEQEX, GRAMO) and can handle flat files containing >6000 sequences up to 20000 nucleotides (nts) long. The module 'SEQEX' converts EMBL flat files into a STRIRED readable format (FASTA format). Moreover, it can remove poly(A) redundancies from 3′ UTRs and it can detect/select sequences containing a specific pattern (e.g. AUUUA) from flat files (EMBL/STRIRED formats). The module 'SCANNER' searches for repetitive elements (strings) scanning the set of sequences under analysis, using a 4-to 6-nts window, against a set of strings listed in special format files (Mat_**), which are provided in the package (e.g. MAT_5N contains the 1024 permutations of A,G,C,T in a 5 nts string), although user-defined Mat_** files can also be used. SCANNER produces two output files: file *.DT which lists the nucleotides distances occurring between any Mat_** string and itself nearest repetition and file *.FR which lists the total number of occurrences of any Mat_** string in the set of sequences under analysis. The data generated by SCANNER can be visualized and printed using the GRAphic MOdule 'GRAMO'. As shown in Figure 1 , GRAMO produces a scatter plot of the nucleotide distances occurring between subsequently repeated strings; the number of times a particular distance occurs between nearby strings is represented by a colour code.
Discussion and conclusion
The STRIRED package can be used to characterize a set of related mRNA sequences for the presence of particular strings repeated in tandem. Therefore, this approach can be helpful to identify visually patterns of repetitive strings specifically related to the sequences under analysis. The GRAMO output allows the visualization of all distances between any strings and its nearest repetition (e.g. the distance of 100 nts between the string AAAAA and its nearest repetition will appear as a dot at position 100 on the y-axis in the row corresponding to the AAAAA string on the string array x-axis). At the same time, the GRAMO output gives information on the number of times a particular distance between two nearby strings has been found in the analysed sequences using a colour code (e.g. the presence of 100 AAAAA repeats with a distance of 100 nts between each other will appear as a dark blue dot). This way of representing string repetitions is quite interesting when applied to large numbers of related sequences because it allows the fishing out of common repetitive features. We used the STRIRED package to visualize the presence of repetitive strings associated with the mRNA degradation signal AUUUA. Comparing the GRAMO output of the subset of human 3′ end UTRs containing at least one AUUUA signal ( Figure 1A ) with the subset of human 3′ end UTRs missing the AUUUA signal ( Figure 1B) , we found that high number of 5-mer strings repeated in tandem were associated only with the subset of human UTR sequences having the AUUUA motif. On the basis of this observation we are now analysing, with in vitro mRNA stability assays, the effects of the AUUUA-associated string repetitions on the turn over of Fig. 1 . The GRAMO interface: graphical display of distances between string repetitions calculated using the MAT_5N matrix, strings rep eated <15 times were not plotted; the colour shift, from red to blue, indicates the number of occurrences of a string repetition at a particular distance. (A) Scatter plot of strings repetitions in the 3′ end human UTRs subset containing at least one AUUUA string (2978 sequences), considering 500 nts as maximum distance between each string and its nearest repetition. (B) Scatter plot of strings repetitions in the 3′ end human UTRs subset missing the AUUUA string (3213 sequences), considering 500 nts as maximum distance between each string and its nearest repetition. a model mRNA containing multiple copies of the AUUUA sequence in the 3′ UTR.
In conclusion, although the STRIRED package was developed to visualize AUUUA-associated repetitive strings, it might also be a useful tool to generate a quick graphical overview of the string repetitions characteristic of a group of related mRNAs (e.g. globins, oncogenes, etc).
